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 San Roman 2014 (Red Wine) 

 

Bodegas y Vinedos Maurodos was founded by Mariano 
Garcia in 1997 and owns 100 hectares in the villages of 
Villaester, San Roman de Hornija and Morales, planted 
mainly with Tinta de Toro, the local clone of 
Tempranillo.  
In recent years the winemaking team has, under 
Eduardo Garcia’s (Mariano’s son) direction, been 
producing wines in a fresher style, harvested at the 
optimum moment to balance freshness and richness. 
This leads off with intense attention to farming 
exceptional grapes using organic methods and some 
biodynamic concepts and practices. 

Appellation Toro D.O. 

Grapes 100% Tinta de Toro (Tempranillo), from ungrafted vines between 60-100 years old 

Altitude / Soil 700-850 meters / sand, clay and gravel, mostly with large surface stones 

Farming Methods Practicing Organic, incorporating some Biodynamic principles and practices 

Harvest Hand harvested fruit, hand sorted at the winery prior to processing 

Production Grapes were destemmed and lightly crushed prior to fermentation with native microbes, 2 
weeks of skin maceraction 

Aging Aged for 24 months in a combination of French and American oak barrels, 25% new 

UPC / SCC 8437014707373 

Reviews: 
“A velvety texture carries ripe fruit flavors of plum and blackberry in this plush red. Cocoa, loamy earth 
and mineral notes add depth and interest. Ripe tannins are well-integrated, and balsamic acidity keeps 
this lively. Drink now through 2029.” 
94 points Wine Spectator #41 Top 100 Wines of 2018  
 

“I also had the opportunity to taste the 2014 San Román, which has benefitted from one extra year in 
bottle. The year was less warm and ripe than 2015, but the fruit is still quite ripe, but without excess. It 
has nicely integrated oak and a powerful mouthfeel keeping the poise and elegance. The flavors are 
focused, and the end is long.” 

94 points Wine Advocate/Robert Parker - August 2018 
 

“Lifted, opulent and intense, the 2014 'San Roman' Toro is showing incredible range right now. 
Following extended air contact, the wine begins to opens with a ripe dark fruit bouquet with toasty oak, 
white rose and milk chocolate shavings which all build in the glass. On the palate this displays a 
wonderful combination of tension and viscosity. Blueberry Coulis, blackberry pie, coffee grounds and 
dark chocolate flavors all come to mind. Complex and seductive, this will have an exceedingly long life 
in the cellar. 

94 points International Wine Report – June 2018 
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